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yeußsomai, hQ eätumon eöreßv; 
Some considerations on the problem of fictionality in Homer	  
 
 

I shall present my phd project, in which I am concerned with the old question whether the 

original audience of the early Greek epics conceived the poems as being fictional speech or 

not. In my study, fictionality is not defined by one of the modern theories. Yet it is 

understood to be this nature of doubt so many lovers of early Greek epic have expressed by 

questions like: Did Odysseus really ram a stake into the eye of a cyclops? Did Circe really 

transform the men into pigs? Or better: Did the early audience of the Homeric songs believe 

that these things had happened? Did they believe in gods incarnated, to appear on earth and 

help their favourites? Which of the Iliadic and Odyssean creatures have been understood as 

being fictive heroes? How many episodes as being figurative or fictional language? 

In 1986, Paul Veyne posed the question in a more general perspective: „Les Grecs ont-ils cru 

à leurs mythes?“, he asked, „Did the Grees believe in their myths?“ Like almost all 

researchers in this field, also Veyne uses arguments, which are based on verisimilitas, or 

likelihood, in Greek, to? eiökoßw. Nevertheless, I act on the assumption that it is better not to 

introduce criteria of likelihood into my argumentation in order to keep things simple and 

not to weaken the argument by speculation. Furthermore, I am aware of the fact that the 

original audience was surely heterogeneous. 

In my study, I do not impose early literary criticism or early literary theory. I am convinced 

by the following assumption: the inquiry, though of historical quality, is to be solved by sole 

literary analysis. My approach is simple: The fact being proven that the characters in the 

middle diegesis conceive the speech act of a singer as being fictional speech, one has to 

imagine this act of understanding being an option of the historical audience. To lean on this 

analogy is made possible by the following evidence: In the Odyssey, the reception of the 

external narratee is controlled by three layers of diegeses: The narration by the external 

narrator frames the narration by the characters which in turn frames the narration by the 

characters of the characters. 

Hence, my object of investigation is the recipient in the middle diegesis. I analyse the 

communication of the Homeric characters to establish the criteria they use to judge speech 

acts. Furthermore, I distinguish the meanings of the Greek radicals disposed for this aim. 

Among the adjectives which are used to judge speech acts, we find two very interesting 

ones. They are of interest, because they are very deeply rooted into the European history of 

mind: yeudhßw and aölhjhßw, wrong and right, false and true. 
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The available studies in the semantics of yeudhßw and aölhjhßw (and of their synonyms) show 

methodical conflicts. Hence, false and true have not been introduced into my study as being 

a pair of terms expressing binary opposition – in order to avoid mistakes to slip in. As far as 

I am aware, this is the first time in the study of yeuqdow in early Greek epic, when the 

supposition of true and false as binary terms is not made. Thus, please expect surprising 

results not only in the field of literary fictionality, but also in the field of communication in 

general: For instance, true and false not being supposed in the terms of binary opposition, it 

also cannot be proven to be in the poems. 

The results of my analysis show that the questions above have been falsely applied to the 

original audience of the Homeric songs. We should imagine the early historical audience to 

act in agreement with the following rules: 

Deception is a legitimate, a true means of proof. The production of illusion is a divine 

capability. Men of small auctoritas show little potency of verbal persuasion. One will not 

believe them. Singers tell about gods and human beings. They tell what happened (Phemios) 

and what can happen (Demodokos), this is: real things. A narrator of high auctoritas may 

change details in his tale to achieve his goal more easily. His aims, of course, fit his 

personality: They are most noble and addressed to the reality of his audience. An accredited 

narrator may also vary things in an autobiographical report, in which he is absolutely sure 

of the facts he tells. Nevertheless, he implies variation in a way for which neither his 

audience nor the audience of his audience can find any proof. Hence, the narrator sticks to 

the ideal of indistinguishability between account (historia) and tale (poiesis). 

 

 

 


